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Telegram webhook send message

It requires minimum pairing to create your own Telegram bot. In fact, you don't need to have a script editor installed to start building one. By the end of this broadcast, you've figured out how to create your own personal interactive telegram bot with just a Google Overlay. The final product will be a bot that can reply to your messages. Something like this:
Before I hash out step by step directions, it is important that you have an understanding of the concept of how your bot will work. To do so, we will touch on the concept of webhooks and we will make frequent referrals to the Telegram Bot API documentation. Note: This post is part of a three-point tutorial on Telegram bots (the second part is here and the third
part is still in ketuhar)A quick intro to webhooksThere is two ways that apps integrate with each other – through drawing and webhooks. When you put an online purchase and receive a message from your credit card app, it is the integration of the application in action. When you move money from an app and receive an SMS for your OTP, it is the integration
of the application in action. Builders create ways for their apps to take data from each other because (1) it's pretty cool and (2) that's what many users want. For this reason, builders write directions on how their apps can send and receive data from other apps. But of course, they don't make all their data available to capture, they determine what kind of data
is fine to send and what their application can do if and when it receives data from other applications. For Telegram, the directive is written here. Webhooks as fish hookThink integration application as fishing. It's like trying to catch fresh fish only this time, your app tries to capture fresh data from other apps. Now there are two ways you can fish - one, you
throw a net over the water and check every set period to see if you've caught a fish or, two - you put a worm on a hook and wait so you feel the fish pull moving out of the water. This is how the drawing OF APIs and webhooks each works. With the API draw, the app checkes on other applications every set period of time to see if there is data available for
retrieval while with webhooks, the application is just waiting for the data to be sent to it. The transfer of this data is triggered by events. Wait, what's the event? Events are actions that humans trigger on the application. For example, clicking on a trolley, sending a message to someone or going to a specific website are all human-initiated events. There is data
attached to these events. For example, when you put items on your trolley — time stamps, items and prices part of the data generated from the event. On Telegram, when you send a message to a bot, time stamp, your user ID, your message ID and your messages are part of the data generated. Requirements:There are two things we need to create a bot
using webhooks:Boarding pass — we can't just access data from other such applications. Developers need to trace back who accessed their app from the back door. To do so, they provide a unique key to anyone who wants to include their app outside of the main user interface. I will show you how to get the keys from Telegram in a minute. Loading docking
— once we have access to other applications, we can now start recepting data from it. But to do so, we need to have a unloaining dock or a place to receive such data. Our unlocking docking should be in the form of a web application URL. The application cannot unload any data to us if we do not have a payload dock. From the dock, we can do whatever we
want with the data. We can check it out, manipulate it, send it to another app or even send it back to its source app. Here's a port image to describe how webhooks work. First, the crane lifts the container from the ship and puts it in the unloain dock. From there, anyone who controls the port can choose to lift the container again and place it on another vessel.
Now imagine that the crane is a webhook and both ships are two different applications while the loading dock is a webapp url. Webhook takes data from App 1 and sends it to a webapp url. From there, you can choose to send that data to App 2 or do whatever you want with it. The container now belongs to you to open, check or send. CREATING BOTNow
that you have an understanding of the concept of how webhooks works, we can now create bots! There are six steps to follow:Step 1: Getting a Boarding PassFirst first thing, we need a boarding pass. In this non-commercial application is something that may need to be manually asked from a developer but thankfully, there are very simple ways to get the
entry key or token of this truth in Telegram. You ask them from Botfather! Follow the steps to get your authorization token:Find Botfather in Telegram. @him on /@botfatherSay hi to Botfather (have to pay respects)Send your boat name caraBam! You get your authorization token Step 2: Set up your Google SpreadsheetOnce, we have tokens, pull Google
Spreadsheet empty and go to Tools &gt; Script Editor. This is where we will write our code. Step 3: Create a unlocking dock (webapp url)We need a webapp url to receive data from Telegram. Thankfully, Google provides a very simple way to publish web applications through its Script Editor. When we publish a script, we'll get a unique webapp url. So go hir
and press Publish on the Google Spreadsheet Script Editor. Please note that the drop-off option on the image below. Every time you publish your work, the version should be set as new, your email is supposed to be the one that implements the app and anyone, although anonymity should be able to access it. And now we have a webapp url! Step 4: Save
all the links in the MODINERSNow that we have boarding passes and loading docks, let's build a webhook. According to the Telegram Boat API documentation, all queries to their API (Application Programming Interface) must be presented in this form: amp;lt;token&gt;/ METHOD_NAME It seems like we will &lt;/token&gt; &lt;/token &gt; require this link every
time in our code. Let's go ahead and save all the links we need in a variable so we can easily refer to them later:Step 5: Set up a webhookTo set up a webhook, let's write down a function that will allow us to relieke data from Telegram using the tokens we get from Botfather. This data needs to be sent directly to our webapp url. You can copy &amp; paste the
code below and press the publication when you're done. When you publish or use your code, you may be prompted to allow your own app to access your data on Google:Just keep checking permissions and allowing it, life is too short to return to security:Step 6: Set up messagingThere are two things our bot needs to know before it can send a message to
someone:Who will message it? We need to provide a chat id. What to say? We need to submit a message to send. Let's write down these requirements as a parameter to our functions. &amp;Feel free to copy &amp; paste this code:Step 7: Set up a POSTAccording request to a Telegram developer, all queries to their API must be relayed at the request of
HTTPS. They also mention they only support GET and POST requests. GET requests means someone trying to get data during a POST request means someone is trying to send data. This is a concept in this tutorial that I don't think I've mastered yet so I'll stop pretending I know what I'm talking about and just link you to this article that helps me understand
it better. Anywho, the important thing to know is that you must write a function that can send a POST request to Telegram so you can send a message every time a human speaks to your bot. &amp;Feel free to copy &amp; paste this code and I'll explain what it's soon:We need this function because (1) this is how we send data to Telegram and (2) Google
itself requires users of the Application Script (we) to include either a doGet or doPost function when we publish a web application. Here is a written documentation for him. In this document, Google also explains what the argument (e) is in meaningful functionality. It represents data created from human-generated events in our webhook connected apps. In our
case of use, this e argument will contain all the data created each time a human sends a message to our Telegram bot. And that's where we'll get a user's chat id. Finally, all previous ramblings paid  .. (probably?) So here's the story of our bot:When users chat with our Telegram bots, that's an event. And the event generates data as represented by our
e.Webhook automatically e to the webapp url. Once e land on the webapp url, the webapp will want to send a POST request to Telegram. It will ask Telegram to send the message back to the user. However, it cannot send requests with incomplete requirements. We need the chat id of the person we want Telegram messages and messages that we want
Telegram to send. The doPost function carries messages inside the variable text. The function of the doPost also carries id but it first needs to parse e to find that data. Once located, it will now pass both requirements for Telegram with the functionality of sendMessage. And that would trigger a message to be sent back to the user. Woo! The request
completed. You now have a work boat: boat:
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